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Annotations.

THE WAGES OF INTELLIGENCE.

I Ne quid nimis."

IT is seldom in England that minds which have been 
trained in natural science turn to the study of economic 

questions. Dr. Beattie Crozier, whose book on &deg;’ Sociology
Applied to Practical Politics " was reviewed in our columns
of Dec. 16th, 1911, unconsciously throws a light on the
point of view of a certain class (which would necessarily be
included under the name of Socialists, though not necessarily
representative of Socialism) towards scientific work. The

attitude of doctrinaire Socialist writers and teachers towards
natural science is difficult to understand. Inventors, dis-

coverers, men of science, have been ruled entirely out

of consideration in the economic theory of Karl Marx.

Marx does not now possess the authority that once was
his, and the Fabians are (some of them) prepared to

allow the scientific worker a wage superior to the manual
labourer, because they are well aware that manual labour
cannot progress in the modern world without the teachings
and applications of science ; but the more advanced types of
Socialists would let the man of science either to take his reward
out in honour or go, in which last event the new 76gzme would
educate a new race of intellectuals who would accept the
honourable and honorary terms. This attitude as regards
the medical profession certainly seems to be favoured by
Government Departments in the last few years, both in

England and the continent. In the case of Governments
the attitude is due not to Socialistic ideas so much as to an
over-readiness to believe that the highest work-except
where the bureaucracy is concerned-is so pleasant and
dignified that it would be bad economy to pay highly for it.
This theory may be derived from Fourier, who laid down
definitely that distasteful labour (he instanced that of a

night man) should receive the highest salary, and that the
labour of the brain, being intellectual, and therefore a

pleasant exercise, should receive the lowest or none at all.
The remuneration of the highest efforts of literature being
so negligible, as it usually is, proves that society
has accepted the theory to a limited extent, and the

salaries paid to medical men for official services owe
their usual slenderness to the same direction of idea.
We are not wholly endorsing the violence of Mr. Boythorn,
who prayed that the Admiralty should have all its legs
broken for their treatment of naval surgeons, and that it

should be a transportable offence in any qualified practi-
tioner to set them." The surgeon’s lot in the Royal Navy has
lately been improved, though it will still stand improvement.
Mr. Boythorn’s further criticisms have more point where he
refers to "the corporations, parishes, vestry boards, and
similar gatherings of jolter-headed clods, who meanly take
advantage of the ardour of gentlemen in the pursuit of
knowledge to recompense the inestimable services of the best
years of their lives, their long study, and their expensive educa-
tion with pittances too small for the acceptance of clerks.
I would have the necks of every one of them wrung, and
their skulls arranged in Surgeons’ Hall...... that the younger
members of the profession might understand from actual
measurement hom thick skulls may become." Let it be

granted that salaries are better than they were 60 or 70 years
ago (I I Bleak House " was written in 1853), and let it be

granted that local government is now conducted upon an

inconceivably higher plane, the fact still remains that an
economical public body always tries to save money by
getting medical service for nothing or for the lowest possible
figure.

LECTURES, TEXT-BOOKS, AND MONOGRAPHS.
THE student of any branch of science must almost of

necessity acquire some of the essential information in regard
to the fundamental principles of his subject from lectures,
text-books, or special monographs. It is of some interest to
consider the r6le of each of these sources of information as
educational factors. The lecture as a method of imparting
information has much to commend it, and was until recently
perhaps the most important, but at any rate in the medical
curriculum the lecture has somewhat fallen from its pride of
place, partly, no doubt, due to the multiplicity of text-books
which are now available. The lectures of a good teacher are
probably one of the most instructive agencies for the best
education, especially when they are appropriately illustrated
by diagrams, experiments, and demonstrations. Unfortu-

nately, it not infrequently happens that the ablest and most
learned exponents of a scientific subject are by no means
good lecturers. A good teacher requires not only to

have a satisfactory grasp of his subject, but to have
both range and perspective, and in addition to possess
personality and the gift of expression. The advantage of
lectures is that they can be kept up to date and that the
material can be adapted to the special needs of the audience.
Again, to some people whose memory is largely of auditory
character the impressions carried away from lectures are

more easily retained than those obtained by reading. The

personal experience of the lecturer gives, moreover, a

continuity of thought to the student, and may impress him
with the importance of order, method, and exactness, which
are all so essential in scientific matters. The systematic
text-book is a comparatively modern institution, but is

certainly a very valuable educational agency. None the

less, it requires to be used with judgment and discretion.
In a progressive science, and more especially in regard to
any branch of biology, in which opinion must of necessity
be in a state of flux if progress is taking place, a text-book
must be to some extent behind the actual current state of

opinion on the subject. Again, many text-books are mere com-
pilations showing little or no originality, and too often they
repeat the inaccuracies or mis-statements of their predecessors.
The modern text-book of medicine is usually a systematic
treatise-often the work of many authorities under one or
more editors. The larger works of this kind are rather works
of reference for senior students and practitioners than
manuals for students. Since each disease is described

practically as an entity the descriptions are bound to be of
somewhat stereotyped character. The medical text-books of
the middle of the last century were descriptive rather than
systematic in construction, and since symptomatology was
more developed than pathology they were more graphic than
those of the present day. In the hands of masters of style
like Watson and Trousseau the text-books of medicine were
dramatic and interesting, indeed, they were practically printed
lectures. The fertility of research in regard to the pathology
and pathogeny of disease has probably been the cause of the
change in type. Symptomatology, though an important
part in the students’ curriculum, only becomes vitalised by a
study of etiology and pathology. The advances in these

ancillary aspects of medicine have led to a great
increase in the number of text-books, and probably
also by increasing the number of lectures, and there-

fore the demands upon the student’s time, have been

partly responsible for the decline in the popularity of

lectures. The increasingly practical character of medical

education is also a contributing cause. Again, a successful
demonstration, being less formal than the set lecture, is
more striking in its appeal to intelligence and memory.
Great as the increase in text-books undoubtedly is, that of


